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Steve Jobs Top Life Lessons for Unlimited Success, Leadership, and Powerful CreativityGet this 

E-book today and learn how Steve Jobs achieved incredible success. Read on your PC, Mac,

Smart phone, Tablet or Kindle device.Steve Jobs was a pioneer of innovation, technology, and life.

To truly understand Steve Jobs and learn from his lessons, we must begin with the years that

shaped him into the person we came to know.As a child, the future genius had trouble paying

attention in school. What would cause him to evolve into a great student and completely change the

shape of his future? What effect would being bullied by his classmates have on the future of

AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s technological hero? We will discuss SteveÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s childhood and young

adulthood, covering the opportunities and preparation that led him to become co-founder of Apple.

The early years of Apple were certainly turbulent times for Steve and his team members. We will

discuss what put the Apple Corporation ahead of its competitors and how the company used

SteveÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s personal beliefs and opinions to create usable machines of the caliber that had

never been dreamed before. Of course, no great leaders end up as such without setbacks. The

period of time in which Steve was not actively involved in the Apple Corporation were some of the

most trying and illuminating of his life. He revisited spirituality and reconnected with family and

friends who he had mistreated in the past.Not just anyone can lead a company like Apple. After

Steve was removed from the company, several CEOs tried, and failed, to make Apple into the

success that it was meant to be. We will discuss SteveÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s re-entry into the company as

AppleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s leader and the decisions he made that positioned the company to achieve the

success it has seen today.Throughout the book, we will discuss SteveÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s personal ideals

and practices with regard to business and leadership. After reading this book, you will be able to

apply SteveÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s paradigm to shape your own roadmap to success.Here Is A Preview Of

What You'll Learn...Steve's Journey to GrowthChildhoodAdolescenceCollege YearsAtariLessons

Learned from Young SteveCreating AppleThe Beginning of the Apple CorporationWithout

AppleThinking DifferentMuch, much more!Take Action and Download Your Copy Today!
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A four star review means that I like this bookSteve Jobs top life lessons.In this book, we find..- How

Steve had a world of His own- Who were His original parents- What where the prime motivators in

Steve's life- How He had almost neglected a family and when and why He reconnected.- When the

business and enterprise come to existence and how it shifted from a base to a right partner- A few

strategies of the legend and how he really bent the total IT structure.We have heard this legend's

name much but know the icon of apple in a more interesting and attesting way than any its maker's

name.That itself is a great achievement.The author gives a lot of good subject and insight in the life

of Steve Jobs and also makes us understand to a decent level about the icon's life and his

strategies or rather style of operation.In this book, we find much information in the hard times of

Jobs and how he overcame it or how he really really swam through much hardship.For a reader who

would come here expecting practical insights, there are fairly good amount of take home material

available.My suggestion would be that a little more of description could have beautified the product

making it lovable.Readability 3/5Understandability 3.5/5Lay out, structure 3.5/5Value for money

3.5/5Usefulness 4/5A useful book

Steve Jobs is a fascinating figure and an inspiration to lots of people and it is easy to see why when

you read this book. It covers his life from beginning to end, but it is not too long. The book is easy to

read and maybe a little bit too short, but that is for me. This is basically a straightforward biography



written in an neutral tone that doesn't make it terribly exciting, but it has value. It all depends on how

much you are interested in his life. I liked the book so I can recommend it, it is intriguing to see how

Jobs became the man and inventor he was.

Wow!This book is absolutely inspiring for people who want to be successful in life like the father of

technology and pioneer of innovation.This book started as childhood biography when Steve Jobs is

just a typical boy who comes in and out of the school.It is very inspiring story of a successful man.A

very passionate man who is a genius when it comes to electronic.Steve Jobs was very happy when

the first apple Computer was built.I admit i learned many lesson from this book and I will never give

up doing my passion at work.This is a very inspiring book.Thanks to Lawrence Lawfield for sharing

the life of Steve Jobs.

This book begins with a look at Steve Jobs' childhood and young adulthood, covering the

opportunities and groundwork that enabled him to become co-founder of Apple. The book looks at

what put the Apple Corporation ahead of its competitors and how the company used Jobs' personal

principles and judgment to create computers that were beyond what anyone thought possible at that

time. The book looks in-depth at Jobs' personal beliefs and practices with regard to business and

leadership. The authors of this book argue that we can apply Jobs' lessons to shape our own

successes. This book is easy to read and very interesting.

Differently only begins to describe his thinking. As Jobs was incomparable to his thinking in terms of

thinking, when it came to all technical terminology and economic building. He was light years ahead

of the rest of the competition.This is a great read for both young people and adults. Terence

Lawfield gives us insight into both Job's faults and his great gifts, and how these combined to

produce a very unique take on technology and how we interact with it. Lawfield is also skilled at

providing enough technical information and business information for the reader to understand what

Steve Jobs was doing, but without letting the details detract from her very well-paced and

fascinating story. Highly recommended!

I thought this was a pretty routine summary of Steve's career. And it didn't really match the title,

because it was short on the lessons. If you haven't ever read about Steve's life, this would be a

short introduction to it. Of course there is much left out. But this is such a short book, that's OK. I do

not think I would recommend this to any of my friends. There are better books out there. You could



find his story on the Internet quite easily. My main point here is that I feel the book missed delivering

on the title. There were one or two mentions of possible lessons from the story, but not much more

than that.

Far too often, we just imagine people like Steve Jobs just appeared out of nowhere with no

experience and just got lucky or they were naturally talented and didn't have to try hard. Both of

these ideas are mistaken.He has a deep history for which this book explores and takes you for an

exciting journey into what it took to make the man Steve Jobs. The book opens the front hood and

allows you to see the inner workings of this genius and also what you might try if you wish to follow

in his footsteps. A must read for all Steve Job fans!

A short, yet brilliant biography of Steve Jobs. It is said that the fastest way to succeed in anything is

by modeling someone that has already reached the point we are aiming for. I have found that to be

true as well. The official biography, which I have already purchased sadly sits in my library gathering

dust as I have not yet found the time to read it. It's more than 500 pages, I will read it but it will take

some time. That's why I got this book, I read it in one sitting and totally enjoyed it, it was well written

and it gives a great overview of Steve Jobs' life and character over the years. Highly recommended!
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